
✓ Economically Disadvantaged Woman-Owned
Small Business
✓ Led by executives with a combined 30 years
delivering in federal healthcare and government
contracting
✓ Proficiency in recruiting skill specific personnel
✓ Fluency in credentialing and security protocols 
✓ Capable of holding cleared professionals

CGS is committed and specializes in providing
professionals to support military healthcare
programs, research projects and human
performance optimization. CGS brings an outside
prospective to government contracts with a team
that understands the needs of our customer
culture. Our vision and best practices include
these top priorities:

Compass Government Solutions (CGS) has over 30
years of collective executive experience providing full-
service Health and Wellness services, Research and
Program Management and pilot program execution to
federal government agencies nationwide and OCONUS
to accomplish their mission-critical objectives. Our
services support the Military Service Member, Veterans
and other federal personnel in their goals of
maintaining wellness, healing, returning to the
workforce, to their families and to their communities
through integrated healthcare and research. Our efforts
are bettering short and long-term outcomes.

Cage Code: 90CR2
UEI: KAGKG8MH6KN1
DUNS: 118056276
NAICS: 541620, 541990, 621111, 621112, *621310,
*621320, *621330, *621340, *621391, *621399,
621498, 621999, 622110, 622210
(*) these specific NAICS are underrepresented and can
be sole sourced to EDWOSB.
Corporate HQ: Annapolis, Maryland
Contact Info: Tracy Balazs, CEO & President
D: 410-588-6531 O: 877-795-0834
tracy.balazs@compassgovernmentsolutions.com
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Purposeful Delivery to Achieve Mission-Critical Outcomes

Providing high-quality care that is patient
and family centered. With integrity in all that we do, Compass Government

Solutions is excited to support your mission-critical
objectives with uncompromising quality standards.
Our portfolio of services supports our customer with
the expertise necessary to achieve positive
outcomes for your programs and research projects.
CGS does the due diligence so that the highly
personnel becomes a seamless part of your team. 

Ensuring that the military force is medically
ready to deploy and are resilient. 

Contributing to important research and
services in support of goals bettering
outcomes through integrated healthcare
and research. 

Accurate and compliant contract
management with fiscal accountability 

Providing exceptional healthcare personnel
who can deliver services including
humanitarian missions.

https://www.compassgovernmentsolutions.com

We are looking forward to discussing how Compass
Government Solutions can support you. 

https://www.sba.gov/document/support-eligible-naics-women-owned-small-business-federal-contracting-program


Compass Government Solutions has deep knowledge, a strong database and the recruiting capability to hire
healthcare professionals to support medically oriented government facilities and research centers nationwide
and OCONUS. CGS executives have participated in several IDIQs supporting the Army, Navy and Air Force
healthcare requirements. Our frontline, passionate, dedicated people provide patient care, doing important
clinical research, supporting the health and mental wellbeing of those who serve and have served while
delivering to our customer mission critical services to meet their objectives. We strive to maintain the highest
quality standards and excellence in our daily practice.
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TBI is a predominant injury in both peacetime and wartime for Service Members and veterans. The
number of TBI patients has increased due to the current theaters of combat as well as exposure to
ongoing training-based hazards. CGS' personnel work as contract staff supporting the TBICoE network
located throughout the Military Health System (MHS) and Veteran Affairs Health Systems (VA) facilities
across the US. TBICoE’s mission is to conduct congressionally mandated traumatic brain injury (TBI)
clinical research investigations, surveillance, clinical tool development, and dissemination of TBI
education to DoD medical personnel, service members, including Guard and Reserve, and veterans with
TBI, as well as their families. CGS supports this research with professionals working across the country.

Traumatic
Brain Injury

(TBI)

eMSMs &
IRMAC

The referral management and patient appointing centers located throughout the United Sates is the first point of
contact for military beneficiaries looking to schedule health care services through the Military Health System. Our
executive team has been closely tied to these centers for over 10 years as participants of government contracts
with personnel at these centers at various locations throughout established regional service areas. With the
evolution of governance models for the Military Treatment Facilities’ (MTFs) that are operated by two or more DoD
services (i.e., Army and Navy), the Enhanced Multi-Service Markets (eMSMs) provides the overlapping catchment
areas with the intent to enhance medical readiness, community health, and individual health care while reducing
costs.

At the crossroads of technology, science and people, Compass Government Solutions brings capability to
support our customer’s mission. CGS’s value add for our federal customer is creating solutions that makes
an impact for optimization and better outcomes for their programs and requirements.
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